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Expansive, gentle flow of vocal channeling, accompanied by rich instrumentals weaving together a fluid

experience of grace and aliveness. 7 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Healing, NEW AGE: Meditation Details:

Experience soothing music while receiving an energetic healing from an experienced musician (vocalist /

multi-instrumentalist)  holistic healer. As a certified Brennan Healing Science  Reiki practitioner,

Bernadette Yao uses her intention to align with love and gentle healing as she plays and sings every note

on this record. When you listen to this CD, treat yourself to a healing session by creating a peaceful

space. And allow the tones from Bernadette's voice and musical instruments to gently work with your

unique healing wisdom to create balance and clarity. You will find yourself listening to this CD over and

over again. Some comments from listeners: "I played your CD during the healings at a [workshop] last

week....and did a guided meditation with it in the background! It was wonderful and very healing for all. I

plan to use your CD more often. It is conducive to leading healings." - Donna Evans Strauss, former

Dean, Year 4, Barbara Brennan School of Healing; former head of the Brennan Integration Practitioner 

the Supervisor Program; Conscious Parents founder "How thoroughly rewarding the experience was!

Although my whole system felt addressed and moved by your healing sound from the beginning. I could

very specifically feel each chakra being soothed, stimulated, opened and nourished in turn. What a

beautiful gift you have created for all of us who are on a healing journey. Thank you so much." - Carol

Renwick, MA Brennan Integration Practitioner  teacher at the Barbara Brennan School of Healing To

learn more about Bernadette Yao, visit bernadetteyao.com
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